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General Meeting; 13 June, EOC, 19.30hrs 
 

Social Group; 20 June 12.00hrs - The Vines 
 

Committee Meeting; 27 June 19.30hrs - EOC 

1. Ken Menzies on enclosure design/construction ........... 13 June 
2. John Errington will repeat PCB design  ....................... 11 July 
3. MID WINTER LUNCH .................................................. ?? July 
4. John Errington on PCB construction/production .......... 8 August 

VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 
144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Ken Hynds ZL2KHZ 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 
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ASSET AUDIT 
 

Please would all Members return Club equipment at 

the next General Meeting, (or arrange to get it to a 

committee member) in order for us to complete an 

audit of MARC assets. 

BEACONS AND REVERSE BEACONS 
 

Last meeting I gave an overview of beacons and reverse beacons, the presentation slides I used are on our 
website (zl2ks.org.nz). 
A short summary: Beacons are an established way to check your gear and to get an idea of propagation to / from 
certain locations. It is however limited to receive only and you are dependent on the beacons to transmit on the 
frequencies you are actually interested in. There is also not that many beacons as they need to be coordinated to 
ensure that they don’t overlap each other’s transmissions. 
A different system is the reverse beacon setup, here the situation is reversed (as the name already suggests…) 
instead of transmitters it is receivers out there listening for your signals. These are very wide band software 
defined receivers, connected to a internet server collecting all the data. This can then be looked up by the user. 
It has the advantage that you can choose the frequency to transmit on, you can also compare antenna’s, transmit 
powers etc. The system reports back signal reports for comparison. The disadvantage is of course that you need 
a connection to the internet. 
You’ll need to be identified by the receivers, transmitting your call in CW is the easiest way to do this. If you don’t 
master CW, use a memory keyer for this; many modern transceivers have one built in. If not you could even play 
back a recording through the microphone (use a smart phone or computer CW-program). Send a couple cq’s 
followed by your call a few times, then check on-line to see where you’ve been heard. 
The on-line system can be used to look up what else is been heard, so gives an idea of propagation and active 
stations as well. 
 

- Gerard, ZL2GVA 
 

I’ve added a new page to the website as well, called ‘presentations’ as people have asked to put my presentation 
on there and I couldn’t find a suitable place on an existing page. 

Only one thing has been returned so far, & other stuff is still unaccounted for, so go rummage for those borrowed 

items & return them please! 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC 
09 May 2019 at 19:40 Hours 

 

Present: Ken Menzies (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer), Grant Simpson, Gerard Van 
Antwerpen, Hugh Emslie, Don Jamieson, Lara McIntyre, David Rothwell 
 

Apologies: Gavin Piercy, Helen & Ron Harris, Bill Cousins, Paul Rennie, Stuart Watchman. 
 

Correspondence: Inward -    NZART 2019 April Branch Circular 
 Outward - None 

 

Finance: Treasurer presented his report 
 

REPORTS: 
Repeaters: 
The Ned - Operating OK 
Ward   - No response to phone calls & messages which unusual. To keep trying  GS 
Kaikoura - Grant still trying to get access key. GS 
Brayshaw - Had to reset. Grant needs to be advised ASAP to avoid multi-day outages 
Picton – No issues GS 
6m Beacon - Not yet accessed. GS 
 

SAR / AREC PR 
Paul presently at Dip Flat on a SAR exercise. Don & Rob Carpenter assisted with setup on Friday 3/5/19 
 

General Business:  
  MDC Environmental Plan:  MDC advise that decisions will be issued about September 2019.  DL 

 Chorus Repeater Sites (MARC digipeater at Jamies Knob): Farmer contacted and he advised we need to 
contact adjacent property owner to relocate over fence which is the property boundary but that should not 
be an issue. GS 

 NZART New Plymouth Conference – Grant Simpson designated MARC Branch 22 delegate.  
Remits voted as follows: 
Remit 1 For  0 Against  6 
Remit 2 For  6 Against  0 

 Brayshaw Park Access Key: Grant S has installed a key safe in an accessible location at his house which 
will contain keys for Brayshaw Park as well as the Emergency Centre entrance & truck shed. 
Contact Grant or the Secretary for the safe keypad code if keys are required. 
Keys must be returned immediately after use. 

      
Future Events 
Mid-Winter lunch – July ??   TBA 
VHF Field Day – maybe in November if any interest. 
 

Meeting closed 20:20 
 

Meeting Presentation: 
Gerard gave a very interesting & informative presentation on Radio Beacons & Reverse Beacon system. 
Next Presentation – Ken Menzies on enclosure fabrication. 
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MARLBOUROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 
23 May at 19:30 Hours 

 
Present: Ken Menzies (Chair), Grant Simpson, Don Laing, Ken Hynds, Paul Rennie, John Errington, David 
Rothwell 
 
Apologies:  Stewart Watchman 
 
Correspondence:  Inward: None Outward: None 
 
Finance: Accounts presented 
 
Matters Arising: 
- Vacant Club President position – see General Business below 
- Discussion on using funds – further thoughts on Digital Radio to be progressed. 
 
Repeater Report: 
 Picton (Mt Freeth) - Failed last week but Grant not advised for some time. No response to remote 

monitoring so used remote reset for first time and it worked successfully rebooting repeater into operation 
 Ned - Unknown noise is randomly triggering repeater for long periods such that 15 minute lock out is 

initiated. Presently working OK 
 Kaikoura - No change            
 Weld Cone - Grant has still not been able to contact farmer despite several more attempts & messages. GS 
 Brayshaw Park – Working OK             
 6m Beacon – Weak signal. Will try next week and bring back unit if required GS 
 Golden Bay Link – No change 
 Jamies Knob digipeater – email sent to farm owner (Balfour). Await reply but no issues expected.  

Cabinet in truck shed to be checked after this meeting. GS/PR 
 
SAR Report: PR 
 SAR exercise at DIP flat 3~9 May successful. Poor HF operation due to atmospheric interference. 
 Last weekend SAR for missing lone walker on Wakamerina track successful.  

Issues with use of radio comms not helpful and this will be discussed at a SAR meeting in June to try and 
improve coordination & cooperation. 

 
General Business: 
 Club Assets Audit -  Audit to be carried out after Queen’s Birthday (NZART Conference) weekend. 
 Notice in Interface for members to return any items at next GM. 
 To see who reads these, I will give a wee prize to the first Branch 22 member who emails me to say they 

found this message in the committee general business. 
 Lara has returned transceiver. However microphone was retained by the person loaning as Lara did not 

have license but now microphone is missing. 
 Club President - Bill Cousins has offered to be MARC President. This was accepted by the Committee. 

A Special General Meeting will be convened at the next monthly meeting (13 June 2019) to endorse Bill for 
this position. 

 Comms Truck Battery – Paul has obtained MDC permission, at AREC cost, to supply & install a 120AHr 
deep discharge battery and charger on the truck. Proposed: Paul R, Seconded: Grant S, Carried: All  PR 

 
Upcoming Events. 
  13 June SGM / GM (Presentation - Ken Menzies on enclosure design/construction.) 
  11 July GM (Presentation - John  
  Errington will repeat PCB design) 
 ?? July mid-Winter lunch 
  8 August GM (Presentation - John again on 
  PCB construction/production.) 
 
Meeting Closed: 20:28 

6th June - Stuart after his first solo flight 
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POLICE SAREX DIP FLAT 
 
Once again Marlborough AREC 
w e r e  a s k e d  t o  s u p p o r t 
Christchurch AREC in helping out 
with communications for a week at 
Dip Flat. I had already arranged for 
the Civil Defence CCV to be 
available for the week starting the 
3rd of May through until the 10th 
May. 
I had also asked if any other 
persons were available to travel up 
on the Friday and help with the 
erection of HF antennas. Rob 
Carpenter, ZL3RO, and Don Laing, 
ZL3DN, along with Don’s wife 
Linda, met up with me at EOC at 
10am and then proceeded to Dip Flat in their own vehicles to return home that afternoon.  
On arrival, poles were erected and HF antennas were raised in a flat top configuration for NVIS. Thanks Rob, Don 
and Linda. Linda took these superb photos of the area. Steve Davis, and one other operator (whose name eludes 
me, duly arrived mid afternoon and offered their help.  

The Marlborough CCV vehicle was situated 
about a kilometre away from the main camp 
buildings due to "White Noise" from the 
camp’s generator. Steve set up their 
bus closer to the building HQ as all messages 
were transmitted from the bus by a very 
temporary WIFI network, which also received 
messages from our CCV to the network.  
Richard Smart, Section Manager from 
C h r i s t c h u r c h ,  a r r i v e d  o n  t h e 
Saturday afternoon for the remainder of the 
week. All the Police personnel, along with 
anyone else, took part in the helicopter 
training and winching on the Sunday with 
support from the Airforce supplying a NH90 all 
week on station, that was a bonus.  

The main exercise duly kicked off on Tuesday with six teams of six duly placed in the field by the helo to "search 
for two groups of two missing persons.” The messages came from the teams via VHF and through three repeaters 
and one linking repeater which had been placed already up on the mountain ranges overlooking the search area. 
Ron Harris duly arrived there on the Tuesday morning and got dropped in the deep end for SARTRACK 
operating and stayed until Thursday evening. Ron performed extremely well as he had not seen the process or 
even used it before. Thanks Ron.  
The IMT team threw a spanner in 
the works on the Wednesday 
afternoon and reported that 
the Repeaters had all "Died", so 
the teams had to use HF. This 
was  a  prob lem  as the 
atmosphere was NOT playing ball 
and the messages from the 
teams were VERY difficult to 
hear. This lasted until Thursday 
when the lost parties were duly 
found and returned to base.  
The helo was deployed to uplift 
the search teams on Thursday, 
but due to light rain and low cloud 
cover, could only travel a few 
kilometres up the valley, hence 
ALL teams were picked up by 
vehicles. We could not remove 
any antennas until all personnel 
were back at base. The exercise 
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went reasonably well considering all the IMT staff and trainers were from the North Island and this was their first 
time in that role. We removed all antennas and then cleaned up camp with Ron and myself departing for home in 
the early evening on Thursday. 
The catering was exceptional with all HQ staff, DOC and local landowner, invited to a sit down 3 course top line 
dinner on Wednesday night, which was very much appreciated. During the whole week all meals were of an 
exceptional standard, 
being three hot meals 
every day. 
T h a n k s  a l s o  t o 
respective partners for 
allowing us a week 
away. 
Thanks to Richard 
Smart for inviting us 
along for the third year, 
I certainly learnt a lot 
and have done so in the 
previous years. Richard 
and Steve are a 
very valuable asset to 
the AREC organisation. 
 
Paul Rennie 
ZL 2 RE / ZK 8EO 
AREC 



WAKAMARINA SEARCH 
 

Last Thursday evening I received a phone call from the Police to go to the Police Station and assemble radios for 
a pending search in the Wakamarina Valley area for a missing senior male who had tramped ahead of the group 
he was with and, on their arrival at their vehicles, he was not there. I assembled about 6 handhelds for use on 
Doc 12, a repeater situated on Saddle Hill. The problem there, after some investigation from the police as to 
where the search teams were going to search, was that any repeaters west of State Highway 6 cannot be 
activated from the Blenheim Police Station, so I decided to head up to EOC and activate the base from there. 
After initial searching in the valley during the night, one team was told to make camp in the Devils Creek Hut and 
the rest to head back to Blenheim, I closed the base down at 0300 and headed home.  
I headed back to EOC at 0700 the same morning and duly rang Helen and Ron to make their way to the EOC 
ASAP to assist with comms. A steep learning curve for Helen who had not seen the system before. Harry and Ken 
Menzies were also contacted and turned up some time later as we were operating SARTRACK and a suitable 
time for them to get involved.  
Comms were not the best from the teams in the field but managed to get most of the messages. I needed to 
improve the situation considering that when using the DOC channel, AREC are NOT to feed data on their 
channel. A phone call to DOC base in Renwick alleviated that situation, great. 
Later on Friday I visited the police station to overview the comms situation and suggested placing a portable 
repeater up at Fosters hut. This was duly carried out and improved the comms greatly. The search at this time 
was escalating, with teams brought in from Nelson along with a canyon team to check out the vertical faces in the 
riverbed. By this time the lost party had been out for a very cold night. 
Communications were closed down for the night, to resume again early on Saturday with Ron and Helen manning 
the base at the police station all day. The lost person was duly found Saturday afternoon in a very hypothermic 
state and incoherent. A call went out for the Westpac Rescue chopper to uplift him and take him to Nelson 
Hospital. All teams were returned to base after removing the repeater and comms closed down sometime early 
evening after a very successful rescue.  
This was a disappointing search as far as information from the police was not forthcoming in the initial stages. 
There were problems with sending personnel into the field without first establishing base at EOC and then a 
containment team was sent into the road end up the Wakamarina with 2 handhelds, when a self contained 
portable base set was available, very disappointing. I hope improvements are in the pipeline to improve the 
communication system at the police station, but I doubt it.  
Searchers are too reliant on VHF these days and should be carrying Portable HF sets with them which would 
probably have made comms a lot easier.       
My thanks to Ron, Helen, Grant, Caryl, Ken Menzies and Harry for their sterling effort under somewhat trying 
conditions. It was great to get a live recovery. 
 
- Paul Rennie 
ZL2RE 
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NZART CONFERENCE - NEW PLYMOUTH 2019 
 

Branch 22 had 5 members attend this year’s conference - me, Stuart, Paul R, Rob C and Kaye. 
Friday evening was open for registration and catching up with others. Many raffle tickets were bought too. 
Saturday at 09:00 the Conference was opened and then everyone went outside for the attendees’ photograph. 
Fortunately the rain stopped long enough for this. 
The AGM went well with Stuart chairing the meeting for the last time and handing over to the new President, Mark 
Gooding, ZL2UFI. 
There was little discussion on the two remits with remit one being lost, and remit two was accepted. 
A break for morning tea and then finish the AGM in time for lunch. Very well organised. 
The next AGM venue was confirmed as being in Shantytown Heritage Park. This will be an interesting venue and 
there appeared to be a lot of interest from the North Islanders so note it on your 2020 calendar now. 
Saturday afternoon was the AREC AGM. A lot of ground covered with discussion on the way the various volunteer 
organisations, as well as emergency services, are sorting out all communications so everyone will have 
compatible communications equipment. AREC is very involved in this work. SARTrack was also discussed and 
how it is working out to be very useful. This has been proved recently on a number of searches here.  
The AREC AGM finally finished about 17:00 so just a short wait until we were seated for dinner at 18:00. 
Sunday was filled with various forums. The first one was “HF on a Postage 
Stamp”. I had no idea what that was going to be about. David Walker, ZL2DW, 
had recently shifted on to a very small city lot (the postage stamp) so he told of 
his experiments with HF antennas that worked but were not a problem with the 
neighbours. 
Next was Graeme, ZL2APV, talking about SDR and what you can do with these 
devices. I found the experiments being done with this Software Defined Radio 
equipment for antenna testing and measurements and also various digital 
modes most interesting. 

After lunch, Graeme ran the next forum on magnetic loop 
antennas. Again, a most interesting presentation. 
Warren, ZL2AJ, lead the discussion on the Ham Cram and how a number of branches have 
been having success with getting people interested in Ham Radio and getting licensed. This 
covered advertising, running the sessions and just as importantly, mentoring the new hams so 
they can get on the air and are not frightened off not knowing what to do next. 
This followed on with a discussion session on ‘keeping your club night interesting’ run by Kyle, 
ZL2KGF and Francois, ZL1CZZ. Many ideas and suggestions were discussed such as; fox 
hunt; contesting; digital modes; ladies night; tech night, including basics such as how to solder; 
make a Morse key out of whatever you have and so on. 

This discussion had to be stopped as the hotel people needed the room to set up for dinner. There was just 
enough time to buy a raffle ticket for the Icom ID-4100 that was up for grabs. Another very nice meal was made 
even better when the raffle was drawn for the Icom ID-4100, which I won.  
The obligatory Jim Meachen quiz then kept us all guessing. The other raffle was a multi draw. About half way 
through the draws, I had another win and picked up an RSGB Antenna book. It was a good evening. 
The whole conference was enjoyable and informative and I made it home before the ferries were cancelled, 
although the Aratere did have to enter the Sounds via the northern entrance rather than the usual Tory Channel. 
 
- Grant Simpson, ZL2BK 
 
 
 

Roger and Colleen Lawson have moved to a Nelson retirement home. I have been asked to 
sell their radio equipment, so will have some of it at the meeting. The list here is of items that 
have been tested and are working well. Where needed, I have done some minor repairs. 

 
 Items for sale: 
 Kenwood TS50 small 100Watt HF SSB Kenwood TS680S HF + 6 metres 100Watt SSB 
 Kenwood TM731A VHF/UHF mobile FM Icom 2200H VHF FM 65 Watt   
 Uniden UBCT8 scanner MFJ Versa Tuner II model 941E 
 AIWA 35 Amp 40 Amp peak power supply Innovative Energies 13.6 volt 20 Amp power supply 
 Uniden 40 channel prs handheld Motorola 40 channel prs handheld 
 Miscellaneous antennas and parts 
 
Hugh Emslie also has the following for sale: 
Kenwood TS440 SAT HF SSB with ATU Kenwood R1000 receiver 
Kenwood TS520 missing power cable  Many miscellaneous parts and components 
 
These will be available at the next meeting for any interested parties to view and make offers. 

FOR SALE   FOR SALE   FOR SALE   FOR SALE   FOR SALE   FOR SALE 
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